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Cosmological structure formation predicts that our galactic halo contains an enormous hierarchy
of substructures and streams, the remnants of the merging hierarchy that began with tiny Earth
mass microhalos. If these structures persist until the present time, they could influence dramat-
ically the detection signatures of weakly interacting elementary particle dark matter (WIMP).
Using numerical simulations that follow the tidal disruption within the Galactic potential and
heating from stellar encounters, we find that neither microhalos nor streams have significant im-
pact on direct detection, implying that dark matter constraints derived using simple smooth halo
models are relatively robust. We also find that many dense central cusps survive, yielding a small
enhancement in the signal for indirect detection experiments.
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1. Introduction
Structure formation in a ΛCDM universe happens in a bottom-up process via hierarchical
clustering and merging of small density perturbations. The mass of the smallest and most abundant
structures in the universe is modulated by the free streaming velocity of the dark matter particle.
For a 100 GeV neutralino these structures, called microhalos, have a mass comparable to the Earth
and a half mass radius of 10−2 pc. [1, 2]. Since such small objects already formed at redshift
80− 30, they are very dense and therefore the most probable dark matter structures to survive
within our galaxy until the present day [3].
The dominant disruption processes acting on substructures are the tidal forces of the galactic
potential and the interaction with stars in the disk. From N-body simulations of galaxy formation
we know that these effects are able to completely disrupt most large substructures inside a galactic
radius of 30 kpc [4]. Microhalos are more difficult to disrupt and it is possible that a large number of
them survive until today within the solar radius. This could then dramatically alter the phase-space
distribution of CDM particles and therefore affect dark matter detection experiments.
In order to address the question of the survival of microhalos we will carry out simulations that
follow the evolution of these objects and which include the dominant disruption processes in the
galaxy. We also calculate the survival statistics of microhaloes using realistic orbital distributions
within the disk, allowing us to follow the dynamical structure of the dark matter streams and thus
to estimate the fine grained phase space distribution function of WIMPs on scales relevant to dark
matter detection experiments.
The work presented here is mainly a summary of the paper [5] and readers interested in more
details are refered there.
2. Simulation of the disruption processes
Orbiting microhalos are mainly affected by tidal effects of the galactic potential and gravita-
tional interactions with single stars during the orbital crossing of the disk. Unfortunatley we cannot
simulate both effects simultaneously as this would require setting up a self-consistent disk with
billions of stars and dark matter particles. Instead we look seperately at the disk interaction and the
tidal disruption and we then estimate the combined effects.
Disk interaction: As a substructure halo crosses through a stellar field, high-speed interactions
with single stars will heat up the halo distribution, causing it to increase its velocity dispersion and
hence its scale size will grow [6, 7]. We simulated the effect of disk crossing with a microhalo
crossing a periodic box of stars with a velocity of 200 km/s. The stars in the box are randomly
distributed with the density ρ = 0.04Mpc−3 and the velocity dispersion σ = 50 km/s. This con-
stellation corresponds to the stellar field in the disk at the solar radius [8]. For simplicity all the stars
have the average mass of 0.7 M. The mass and the density profile of the microhalo corresponds
to the result obtained by Diemand et. al. [9].
In our simulations we find that 50% of the microhalo mass is unbound after 80 Myr of box-
crossing (which corresponds to about 40 perpendicular disk passages). After 160 Myr (80 disk
passages) even the central core starts to disappear and more than 90% of the microhalo is com-
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pletely disrupted (see pictures in Table 1). At latest after 200 Myr (100 disk passsages) no bound
structure is left (Fig. 1).
Table 1: Microhalo density map at t = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160 Myr (from the upper left to the
lower right). The boxlength of the images is 0.38 pc.
An orbital analysis of dark matter particles in an realistic model of our galaxy gives us an
average number of disk crossings of c = 80 with a standard deviation σc = 43. The average crossing
radius is (not surprisingly) R = 8 kpc with σR = 4 kpc. The spread of disk crossing events for
different particles follows a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
We use this disk crossing distribution combined with the rate of mass loss determined from our
numerical study to calculate the survival statistics of microhalos in the vicinity of the sun. Since the
timescale for complete disruption in our simulation is equivalent to the average time a microhalo
spends in the stellar disk, we conclude that the average microhalo in the vicinity of the sun is just
about to be entirely destroyed at the present time (see also [10]). At most five percent of its initial
mass is still in a bound core. However the spread in the number of disc crossings is relatively wide
and a significant fraction of microhalos should still have surviving cores. Mass loss is nevertheless
important: microhalos maintaining more than 50% of their initial mass should be rare. Figure 1
illustrates the mass loss, where the red curve shows the disruption of a typical microhalo with 80
disk crossings in 10 Gyr at the radius of the sun.
Tidal disruption: The second main disruption process happens due to tidal forces induced by
the galactic potential. While orbiting the galaxy, the microhalo gets truncated and the escaping
particles will be assembled in elongated leading and trailing tidal streams. The detailed impact of
tidal streaming depends on the orbit of the microhalo and on the shape of the host potential. In our
simulations we use a realistical potential of a milky-way galaxy, set up with the galactICs code of
Widrow and Dubinsky [11], and we choose roughly spherical orbits with a radius of 7.9 kpc from
the galactic center.
The simulations are performed for three different cases: an initially completely undisturbed
microhalo, a microhalo that first crossed the stellar field for 80 Myr and has lost about 60 percent
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of its mass, and a completely disrupted microhalo that spent more than 160 Myr in the stellar field.
In that way we can estimate the combined behavior of the stellar disruption in the disk and the tidal
disruption.
Orbiting in the galactic potential significantly reduces the mass of the microhalo (see black
and grey lines in Fig 1). However, the rate of tidal mass loss decreases as the tidal radius is
steadily reduced. The central cusp of each dark matter microhalo has a very deep potential, as a
consequence there is always a bound core remaining, even for a microhalo that has been heated in
the stellar field before orbiting.
Comparing the curves in Fig 1 leads to the conclusion that disk crossing is the dominant disrup-
tion process and the only one that can lead to complete distruction of the microhalo. The step-like
decrease of the curve is an indication of very close encounters that play a mayor role in the disrup-
tion process. Tidal stripping on the other hand can also significantly reduce the mass but it never
completely distroys the microhalo because of its tightly bound inner core.
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Figure 1: Ratio between bound and total mass of a microhalo crossing a stellar field (red) and orbiting in a
Milky Way potential after having spent 0 Myr (black) respectively 80 Myr (grey) in the stellar field.
Figure 2: Stream densities of microhalos after an orbital time of ten Gyr. Before orbiting the microhalos
have spent 0 Myr (red), 80 Myr (grey) and 160 Myr (blue) in the stellar field. The black dots represent the
density profile of a completely undisrupted microhalo. The straight blue line corresponds to the average
dark matter density at the radius of the sun.
3. Implications for Dark Matter Detection
In direct detection experiments the differential interaction rate is sensitive to the fine grained
density and the velocity distribution of dark matter particles on A.U. scales [12, 13]. Substructures
like microhalos can affect the interaction rate if they are abundant enough to have a substantial
likelihood of existing in the solar neighbourhood and if their density is at least the same order
of magnitude as the background dark matter density in this region, ρbg ∼ 107Mkpc−3 (see for
example [14]).
Our results above suggest that none of these conditions are generally achieved. In Figure 2
we plot the stream densities of microhalos that crossed the stellar field for 0 Myr (red), 80 Myr
(grey) and 160 Myr (blue), before orbiting in the galactic potential for 10 Gyr. The tidal streams of
the initially unperturbed halo (red) have an average density of ρ ∼ 104Mkpc−3, which is already
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negligibly low compared to the background. Only the very tiny core still maintains its initial density
of ρ ≈ 1011Mkpc−3. The initially disrupted microhalo (blue) has no more bound core. Its stream
density is only ρ ∼ 102−103Mkpc−3. The actual stream density of an average microhalo should
therefore lie somewhere between the red and the blue line in Figure 2.
Since the stream densities are far below the value of the local galactic density, only a surviving
core existing in the region of the earth would any effect upon direct detection. However, only about
half of the microhalos still have bound cores because of disk crossing, and tidal effects further
reduce the mass of the cores to less than ten percent of their original value. We also note that
any substructures orbiting primarily within the disk plane would be quickly destroyed by stellar
encounters. Taking into account all these arguments leads to a chance of only about 0.0001% to be
in an overdense region today (for more detaile see [5]).
The streams of particles stripped from microhalos are coherent and long, thus it is appropriate
to calculate their volume filling factor. Since the stream density is ρ ∼ 102− 104Mkpc−3 we
expect that our solar system is criss-crossed with fb× (103− 105) streams, where fb ≈ 0.1 is the
fraction of the local Galactic halo density that forms from substructures up to a solar mass. Larger
substructures may be completely disrupted at the Sun’s position in the Galaxy due to global disk
shocking and tides [4]. The velocity dispersion within an average stream due to heating by disk
stars is σ ∼ 10−2 km/s. Thus, the local density is determined by the superposition of a large
number of independent streams, and the overall velocity distribution at the solar radius should be
essentially Maxwellian, isotropic and smooth with nearly no spiky structure, as we would assume
for a smooth halo model with no substructures. The signatures of streams could be only be detected
experimentally with over several hundred events.
The case for indirect detection is somewhat different from that described above. In indirect
detection experiments one tries to detect the annihilation products, such as gamma-rays, coming
from the highest density dark matter regions, which is proportional to the square of the dark matter
density times the volume of the region observed [15, 16]. Consider a volume containing on average
one microhalo V ≈ 10−2 pc−3. The luminosity due to the smooth background is therefore Lbg ∝
Vρ2 = 10−6M2pc−3, whereas the luminosity of a surviving microhalo core is Lmh ∝ Vcoreρ2core ≈
5× 10−7M2pc−3. Here we have assumed a mean core density of 1010Mpc−3. Thus the net
boost factor due to microhalos is about 1.5, and stays below the detection limits of the FERMI
experiment [17]. However this number is highly uncertain since it depends on extrapolations of
both the substructure mass function and also on the microhalo internal density structure.
Let us summarise: It has recently been shown that hierarchical clustering continues down to
extremely small mass scales, so that most dark matter currently in the halo of our galaxy may have
originated in microhalos with masses as small as 10−6M. These structures are very dense so that
despite the various disruption processes, a couple of percent of the initial mass may still be within
bound cores, while the rest is located in cold tidal streams. However, neither the surviving cores
nor the tidal streams have a significant effect on direct or indirect detection. The limits obtained
on dark matter from detection experiments under the conservative assumption of a smooth halo
with nearly Maxwellian density distribution remain valid, with a prefactor depending only on the
average local dark matter density.
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